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My last bible cover only lasted a couple months before it started falling apart. This one I have had

for quite a while and it is still just as good as new! Very well made, and very cute! I have a larger

style bible and mine fits perfectly with room for a small notebook as well. I would definitely

recommend if you are a brown/turquoise lover like I am! :D

Love the product but the picture mislead me.The colour combo is dark turquoise & dark brown and

in the picture it shows as bright turquoise & black.If if did look as the pic I'd give it all 5 stars.Would

recommend updating the pic to reflect how it ACTUALLY looks (without the flash) as the product is

still good!Very roomy & spacious, fits my NIV Study Bible without being too tight. Space for 2 pens &

good quality zipper & handle as well!Satisfied and happy with this handy product!

I really like this Bible case. I like the colors and the size. I have a Ryrie Study Bible which is

apparently a littler larger than many other Bibles. This case fits it just fine with a little room to spare.

The only reason I'm not giving it 5 stars is that the zipper tends to "disappear" when the case is

completely opened. The zipper pull is never hard to find, just a slight annoyance is all.

I would definitely recommend this bible cover. It has a place for 2 pens and a back pocket. I love

using mine!

I was having a very hard time finding a fashionable cover for my over-sized study Bible. I have been

so pleased with this one! I have had it for over a year, and it is holding up nicely. My only complaint,

is there really isn't a secure pocket for pens etc. but, I do carry a purse, so that is where the pens

go.

I recently purchased this bible cover, and it was wonderfully made. It's prettier in person than the

picture shows, and it has a very solid feel to it. I have a large bible, and this cover held it perfectly.

Overall, a very classy and well made cover. I would certainly recommend it.

Looks beautiful, my bible fits great and I love the little pockets/pen holders. Bigger than I expected,

but that came in handy when I started filling it up with other stuff besides my bible...

Bought the large to fit my larger bible, but it's too big. I still use it - I just carry it by the "handle" on



the outside like a purse, it works fine!
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